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Excess Noise in Sub-Micron Silicon FET:Transport Theory and Device Optimization
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Fig. 1. conceptual velocity distributions of carriers in high elec-
!{c field transport. (a) heavy-effective-mass, lower vlriance,
(!) tigttt-effective-mass, higher variance (c) heavy and lighi
effective-mass, higher total variance.

Tlrus_ in high electric fteld transport: 1) A heavier
carrier based device dev.elops less excess noise than a light
carrier based device; 2) Low noise devices need to hive
carriers traveling with only one effectiue rn&ss (,'single
mod-e transport"); and 3) Graded doping profile can 

-be

used to minimize excess noise generation. -

2. Experimental Developrnents

, Thg expelimental setup for low noise measurements is
oeprcted m hqure z.

Tes-ting the"setup with known values of resistance. the
noise levels measured for low electric field transport, fcjllow
the thermal noise_ expressio!,F,,:,4GK.BT1,Af , These
low field noise measulrements' fall along the itrlight-iin;

. 
1In this approach, the thermal noise equation (Nyquist Theorem)

is recove^re.d. as an special case when the-DC curient-or the applied
erectnc netd goes to zero.
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Fig. ?. Description of the system designed for measurement of
drain current noise power of FETs.

shown in fig. 3. Sub-micron transistors under hish elec-
tric field transport develop "encess noise" in ttre chan-
nel, and^fig. 3.shows.typicaf experimental results, which
diverge from the straighl line of low noise measur'ements
as Vps is increased. (The gate noise contribution was
negligible)

Fig. 3. High field current noise power of NMOS transistor. I,1z =
rop,n1, and L"y y : o.48p,m.

The ercess noise factor, jf, is defi,ned in thi,s work as
the separation between the excess noise level developed
by the transistor at each bias point and the thermal noise
developed by a hypothetical thermal resistor with resis-
tance value equal to Vpsf Ips (fiS. 4). Note this 1 is
different from other author's.[4], [5]

Fig. 4. ?1 and high field eocess noise in FETs. Dashed line is
thermal no,i,se leuel.

The drain current ngise is expressed as < i" > lAf :
 GKnTtjf . A typical plot of If as. the auerage'laieral
electric field in the channel, Vps f Le! 1, is shown in fig.
5. The FET with curve 5(a) has a 1 diverging from ,,-1,,

(therm4l noise level) faster then the FET b(b). Therefore
FET 5(b) is the less noisy device.

Effective Mass and Noise:
Fig.6 shows experimental results for 1l of NMOS

and PMOS devices with dimensions of. W/L"yy: 40f 0.4,

L. Introduction
_ Deep sub-micron CMOS FETs develop ercess noise

due to t}ne "heating" of carriers bv the hieh lateral elec-
tric field in the ch-annel. This work repo"rts theoietical
and_experimental results that relate thb ,,excess noiiii
produced in these FETs to the effective masses of the
carliers, transport modes, and the carrier concentration
profile along the device channel, th-us providing guidelines
ror oevlce optlmlzatlon tor low noise operation.

The Ergodic Method lll, [2] relates the current noise
ilr a non-degenerate slice of semiconductor material to
lhe aariance \n carrier -velocity distribu_tion. According
to this approach to noise pheiromena. low noise oDera-
tion under high electric fields is achieved via forcins
the carriers to travel with the narrowest possible distril
butionl.

Recalling the Boltzmann Tlansport Equation:[B]

The effective mass of the carriers modulates the carrier
h-eating effect produced bv the applied electric field: and
the carrier concentration brofile can be used to mak'e the
!"ro] o.Yi counter balairce the heating effect produced
by the field via #E.V"f .

H.a.Y,t + fin.vpf :X1",,, (1)
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Fig.5. ?y, function of electric field. .yf : t for no field, i.e. VDS =
0V. (a) is an FET noisier than the FET described by (b).

Exp€rim€ntal Data on NMOS & PMOS

o.5tl
AveEgs Fi€ld (V/cm)

Fig. 6. "yy for Si NMOS ("x") and PMOS ("o").
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Fig. 8. The 30% Ge Si-on-SiGe FETs ("o", squares) develops
much lower levels of excess noise than the 10% Ge ("x","*").
Same length NMOS and PMOS curves are plot for comparison.
Eye-aid curves added.

is felt as a "D'u,sh" that augments the uariance in car-
rier velocity distribution. The graded channel MOSFET
(fig. 9) softens this "push" by providing more carriers
for transport, as Carriers progress from source to drain.
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in microns.
Electrons are much liehter than holes in Si. and ac-

cordinglv NMOS developi more encess noise in liieh fields
than PMOS for all devite sizes tested. The sprea?ing on
11 for NMOS and PMOS is due to the carriei conceritra-
tion profile for different device lengths.

Tlansport Modes and Noise:

Figure 7(a) depicts the Si-on-SiGe FET structure 2 used
for these experiments.

In bulk Si, if the the DC electric current flows in the( oro ) direction, electrons will travel with either trans-
aerse effectiue nxass or longitudinal effectiae rnass(fig.
7(b)). Biaxial stress ofisets the horizontal constant-
energy ellipsoids from the vertical ellipsoids. Strained Si
with-iurrent in ( oro > will have electrons "onlu" in the
vertical ellipsoid, thus having "only" transuerse" effectiae
rnass transport mode (fig. 7(c)).

Plots of .yf for Si-on-SiGe FETs I0% Ge and 30% Ge
are depicted in fig. 8. The more "single mode" 30Vo Ge
FETs develop less excess noise than the 10% Ge FETs.
"Self heatinq'' efrects on Si-on-SiGe FETs preclude them
froni being ihe lowest noise performer at high current
1trevels.

Carrier Concentration Profile and Noise:
There are many carriers at the source and the carrier dis-
tribution is Maxwellian there. Inside the channel. there
are fewer carriers available. and the distribution'shifts
and is centered at a higher value of velocity. This shift

2J. Welser et al., IEEE IEDM 1.994, p. 373.

Fig. 7. Si-on-SiGe FET (a), bulk Si (b), and Strained Si (c). More
Ge in The Sir-, Ge, layer leads to more strain in Si, and more
"single mode" transport.
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Fig. 9. Graded channel n-MOSFET. (") structure, (b) electric field

better distributed than uniform doped FET, and (c) less vari-
ance in velocity distribution, hence less noise in high electric
fields.

Fig. 10 shows 11 for the graded channel MOSFET
and uniform sub-micron NMOS and PMOS FETs of the
same eate lenqth. Note that the qraded channel MOS-
FET i5a n-MOS device. and that it"performs verv close to
standard sub-micron PMOS transistors, which rise much
heavier carriers (holes).

Fig. 10. Excess noise factor for graded channel n-MOSFET
("x","o", and squares). Uniform NMOS and PMOS curves
also plotted for comparison.

3. Conclusion
Ercess noise of sub-micron CMOS FETs is control-

lable. Low noise device design should force the carriers to
travel with the narrowest p6ssible distribution, by either
tailoring the carrier effective masses or doping'prbfiles.
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